Motor Oil Hellas (MOH) is committed to be a leader in the petroleum refining, energy and utilities business thus providing the region that it serves with a reliable and affordable supply of energy. Through its evolution MOH is now considered as one of the major contributors to the domestic economy and a key market player in the region. The extraordinary success that MOH has achieved can be largely attributed to its Personnel. At MOH we strive to develop our people to their highest potential, through continuous education and assignment of challenging projects.

We are currently searching to hire a Full Stack Developer for the IT Division of ConKat ATE, to participate in the analysis, design, development and support mostly of the corporate shipping applications.

**Main Responsibilities**

- Designs, builds and develops corporate applications along with the rest of the team
- Participates in the entire application lifecycle, focusing on back-end coding and debugging
- Develops and supports the existing applications, adding new features, according to the business needs
- Collaborates closely with end users, to fulfill their requests for new applications or improving the existing ones
- Proposes solution to technical issues that occur
- Keeping on top of new technologies

**Main Qualifications**

- Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science
- 1-3 years previous experience as backend/ full stack developer
- Proven working experience in Java or/and Node.js
- Prior experience with JavaScript or/ and Eclipse frameworks will be considered an asset
- Knowledge of SOAP and REST web services
- Familiarity with MSSQL, and Document Based databases
- Familiar with front-end technologies, such as HTML5, CSS or/and React

**Key skills/attributes**

- Communication & interpersonal skills
- Analytical thinking & problem-solving skills
- Attention to detail
- Flexibility and adaptability
- Teamwork spirit and collaboration
- Interest in coding